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rule bad virtually collapsed and the partition of
Germany was complete A federal Parliament
and Government were formed in Western Ger
many The Soviet zone prepared a rival form of
Government for East Germany
Western Germany's New Status —In May 1952
the German problem acquired a new complexion
when the so called Contractual Agreements
were signed by the three Allied Powers and
Western Germany at Bonn These Agreements
did not form a Peace Treaty but they attempted
to define how W Germany and the three Allied
Governments should work together Sovereignty
was to be restored to Germany and she was to
enter a military alliance with France Indeed
a Treaty called the European Defence Treaty wa^
drawn up between the tour Powers with Italy and
the Benelux countries which was to fit German
Armed Forces into a Western European system
But this system called the European Defence
Community never came to fruition as such
owing to the refusal of France to ratify the Treaty
on 1964
Collapse of EDO —With the collapse of EDC
there was a halt to the idea of a Political Com
munity designed to embrace both the proposed
EDO and the existing European Coal and Steel
Community It was logical that these two Com
mumties formed by the same countries should not
have separate institutions but should take then-
place within a single political community
The London Nine Power Conference and the
Paris Agreements 1954—Nine Powers met in
London to devise a substitute for BBC They
were Belgium Canada France the German
Federal Republic Italy Luxembourg Nether
lands United Kingdom and the USA. The
Conference considered how to assure full assocla
tion of the German Federal Republic with the
West and the German defence contribution All
the decisions which were reached formed part of
one general settlement and these were embodied m
agreements signed shortly afterwards in Paris
These decisions included the following —
 1	The occupation of W Germany by Great
Britain the IT S.A   and France should end
 2	The German Federal Republic and Italy
should join the Brussels Treaty Organisation
 3	The W German Republic was admitted
to the North Atlantic .treaty Organisation
(NATO)
Western European Union
These agreements toojc effect on May 5 1955
when the occupation regime m Western Ger
many ended and the Republic attained full
Boveieignty and independence At the same
time the Republic became a member of the
Western European Union (the expanded Brussels
Treaty Organisation) which came into formal
being on May 5 1955 and also of NATO to
which we now turn The WEU includes the
EEC countries and Britain and is therefore a
useful forum for consultation and discussion The
activities of the WEU were bo>cotted by
France In 1969
The North Atlantic Treaty 1949
The founder members of this Pact (which
widened the scope of the Brussels Treaty) were
Great Britain the USA Canada France
Holland Belgium and Luxembourg The parties
agreed that an armed attack against one or more
of them in Europe or North America shall be
considered an attack against them all and con
sequently they agreed that if such an armed attack
occurs each of them in exercise of the right of
individual or collective self defence recognised by
the Charter of the UN will assist the party so
attacked
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NATO Policies and Plans
The NATO Ministerial Council met twice in
1970 NATO policies still continue to be based
sometimes rather uneasily on the twin concepts of
defence and detente The move towards some
kind of detente with the East continued when the
May ministerial meeting agreed to a sounding out
of Warsaw Pact members on the possibility of a
European security conference and mutual force
reductions At the ministerial meeting m Decem
her 1970 NATO defined its attitudes more precisely
agreeing that preparatory talks on East West
security should be held once there was a settlement
in Berlin Such talks would also be conditional
the meeting decided on evidence of progress in
other current talks meaning the Strategic
Anna Limitation Talks between the Soviet Union
and the USA and the talks between West and
East Germany The Soviet Union anxious for
a European secuiity conference removed one
obstacle during 1970 by indicating that it would
not oppose American and Canadian participation
in any European security talks
Force levels continue to be a major worry for the
Alliance whose conventional strength is so inferior
to that of the Soviet bloc as to lead to a dangerous
and sometimes not very credible reliance on nu
cleai weapons One long standing fear of the
European members that the U S would greatly
reduce its forces in Europe was assuaged in 1970
when President Nixon pledged the U S to mam
tain and improve U S forces m Europe The
auid pro quo for this commitment emerged at the
December ministerial meeting m the form of a
West German plan for European members to in
crease their NATO budgets over the next five
years by £375 million Britain however has so
far refused to commit itself to an increased flnan
cial contribution maintaining that her contnbu
tion of additional units during 1970 is an adequate
substitute
NATO which up to the tune of the Soviet in
vision of Czechoslovakia was evolving towards
peace policies concerned with economic and tech
meal co operation with the East and joint at
tempts to tackle such all Europe problems as
pollution has since then reverted strongly to its
military role The basic problems of the future
are of course no longer seen as related to a possible
massive Soviet attack but to breakdowns or
uprisings within Eastern Europe The fear is that
such internal struggles could spill over Into more
general war If the West wishes to influence
Soviet policy within Communist and neutral
Europe the conventional strength of NATO is of
more importance than the nuclear deterrent
3 Political and Economic Organisations
The European Economic Community
The EEC was formed in 1958 growing out of the
European Coal and Steel Community a supra
national body set up in 1950 for the co ordination
of coal and steel production in West Germany
Belgium Holland Luxembourg Trance and
Italy It has been a notable economic success
The 1970s have seen it complete a common agri
cultural policj meet its goals on internal and
external tariffs (by 1968) and take the first steps
towards a common monetary policy The EEC
is unquestionably the strongest and most signifl
cant of all European organisations and the only
one which provides any sort of basis for West
European unity Other bodies such as the
Council of Europe and the European Free Trade
Area (EFTA) as well as regional associations like
the Nordic Council and the Benelux Economic
Union now stand outside the mainstream of
European political and economic development
Others still like the Organisation for Economic
Co operation and Development the successor to
the Organisation for European Economic Co
operation (OEEC) have so expanded their terms
of reference as to have ceased to be solely Euro
pean organisations See also 039-40
The Council of Europe
This body was formed m 1949 and now has 18
member nations The agreement of 1949 set up
a Committee of Ministers and a Consultative

